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Aluminium matting with Zoit insert

Integra

Entrance Matting

Description
Integra Vantt 2500 is the first of three options available in the Vantt series. The Vantt
2500 offers the unique features of the innovative flexible interlocking system, however it
incorporates the Zoit micro-ribbed ‘carpet type’ matting for the budget conscious buyer.

Vantt Series
aluminium entrance matting

Application

Integra Vantt is architecturally designed to enhance the aesthetics and safety
of entrance areas, as part of the protective entrance systems program from
Integra Matting.
Now taking new heights and offering an expanded range with three insert options,
to cater for all buyers and specifiers with choices for the budget conscious buyer,
right through to the contemporary specifier without compromising the renowned
Integra quality.

Product
Catalogue

Recess into mat wells, surface mount with ramp frame, wall-to-wall in airlocks and
lobbies. Able to be cut into any shape or form providing the solution for architecturally
shaped entrances and revolving doorways. Rated to suit medium traffic areas.

Suitable for: Small office buildings, small shopping centres, schools and factories.
Suitable for medium traffic applications

Benefits
• Reduces cleaning time of surrounding floor finishes

Integra Vantt architectural entrance matting features an alternating pattern
of aluminium scraper bars incorporating your choice of matting, good, better or best,
resulting in a barrier that will arrest the ingress of dirt and moisture, making your
entrance area cleaner and safer.

Wheelchair friendly

Specification Guide

Rubber cushioned back
for quietness underfoot

Install Integra Vantt (insert code) entrance matting featuring interlocking (insert
aluminium colour) anodised aluminium scraper bars with (insert inserts colour)
matting inserts and flexible roll-up function. If required, install Integra INFR10
aluminium mat frame to suit recess, in accordance with manufacturer’s
recommendations. Available from: Classic Architectural Group, 1300 244 377,
info@classic-arch.com

Easy to clean. Highly effective scrape
and wipe cleaning action

Rolls up easily for cleaning
Easily shaped for curved entrances
or revolving doors

• Minimises costly slip-and-fall accidents
• Stops dirt at the door for a cleaner environment
• Enhances entrance appearance and acoustics

Specifications
Frames (see p53-54)
Suits the INFR10 framing system
Matting Colours (see colour guide on p9-10)
Onyx, Charcoal, Ocean, Cherry
Aluminium Colours
Standard: Natural Anodised

Easy interlocking system

Matting Insert Option
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All dimensions are shown in mm. All dimensions are subject to change without notice. Colours shown are as close to actual colours as printing processes allow.
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Vantt
5500
Roll-up Aluminium Matting

Vantt
7500
Roll-up Aluminium Matting

Aluminium matting with Zone insert

Aluminium matting with dual width Zone insert

Description

Description

Integra Vantt 5500 is the original and market-proven Vantt series entrance mat.
Since it’s release, the 5500 range has never failed to satisfy. The Vantt 5500 innovative
flexible interlocking system features an alternating pattern of aluminium scraper bars
incorporating the Zone non-static polyamide pile matting for optimum cleaning results.
For an entrance where you may have one external to internal entrance mat, install Vantt
5500 with the polymer scraper insert externally for slip resistance and removal of larger
particles, and continue the mat through internally with the high quality polyamide matting
insert for superior fine particle and moisture removal.

Integra Vantt 7500 is a new release in the Vantt series, for those that want that next
level up in quality and style. The bold entrance statement made by the Vantt 7500 makes
it the entrance mat of choice for the contemporary specifier. The Vantt 7500 innovative
flexible interlocking system features an alternating pattern of aluminium scraper bars, with
a twin colour dual width strip of the Zone non-static polyamide pile matting. For optimum
results, install Vantt 7500 with the polymer scraper insert externally for slip resistance
and removal of larger particles, and continue the mat through internally with the high
quality dual width polyamide matting insert of the Integra Vantt 7500 for that added
‘touch of class’.

Application
Application

Suitable for high traffic applications

Recess into mat wells, surface mount with ramp frame, wall-to-wall in airlocks and
lobbies. Able to be cut into any shape or form providing the solution for architecturally
shaped entrances and revolving doorways.

Suitable for high traffic applications

Easy to clean. Highly effective scrape
and wipe cleaning action

Suitable for: Commercial office buildings, shopping centres, hotels, motels, airports,
schools and universities, hospital and aged care homes, all public domains - libraries, etc.

Easy to clean. Highly effective scrape
and wipe cleaning action

Wheelchair friendly

Benefits

Wheelchair friendly

Rubber cushioned back
for quietness underfoot

• Reduces cleaning time of surrounding floor finishes

Rubber cushioned back
for quietness underfoot

• Minimises costly slip-and-fall accidents
• Stops dirt at the door for a cleaner environment

Rolls up easily for cleaning

High fire resistant rating
Easily shaped for curved entrances
or revolving doors
Easy interlocking system

Made from recyclable materials

Rolls up easily for cleaning

• Enhances entrance appearance and acoustics

Recess into mat wells, surface mount with ramp frame, wall-to-wall in airlocks and
lobbies. Able to be cut into any shape or form providing the solution for architecturally
shaped entrances and revolving doorways.

Suitable for: Commercial office buildings, shopping centres, hotels, motels, airports,
schools and universities, hospitals and aged care homes, all public domains libraries, etc.

Benefits
• Colour range co-ordinates with the Integra Zone range of matting and enables
a cohesive colour flow
• Reduces cleaning time of surrounding floor finishes
• Minimises costly slip-and-fall accidents

Specifications

High fire resistant rating

Frames (see p53-54)
Suits the INFR10 framing system
Matting Colours (see colour guide on p9-10)
Midnight, Storm, Smoke, Solar, Asteroid, Twilight, Azure, Aurora, Dust, Element, Blaze,
Ribbed Polymer, Grit
Aluminium Colours
Standard: Natural Anodised
Also available: Black, Gold, Bronze

Easily shaped for curved entrances
or revolving doors

• Stops dirt at the door for a cleaner environment
• Enhances entrance appearance and acoustics

Specifications

Easy interlocking system

Frames (see p53-54)
Suits the INFR10 framing system

Made from recyclable materials

Matting Colours (see colour guide on p9-10)
Midnight Storm, Midnight Polymer, Storm Grit, Smoke Solar, Twilight Azure, Aurora Dust
Aluminium Colours
Standard: Natural Anodised
Also available: Black, Gold, Bronze

Matting Insert Option

Matting Insert Option 1

Matting Insert Option 2
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All dimensions are shown in mm. All dimensions are subject to change without notice. Colours shown are as close to actual colours as printing processes allow.
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Integra
Colour Guide

Onyx

Charcoal

Ocean

Cherry

Midnight

Storm

Smoke

Solar

Twilight

Azure

Aurora

Dust

Element

Blaze

Ribbed Polymer

Grit

Midnight Storm

Midnight Polymer

Storm Grit

Smoke Solar

Twilight Azure

Aurora Dust

7500 Series

5500 Series

This guide shows the available matting insert colours
mentioned in the specifications for each product.
Please note that these swatches are to remain
as a guide only and actual colours may vary.

2500 Series

Vantt Colour Guide
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